Learning A-Z Collections

A library of research-based resources and lessons designed
specifically for English Language Learners
The ELL Collection includes Raz-Plus and specifically designed resources and research-based strategies
that help English language learners achieve success with academic and social English. The ELL
Collection provides opportunities for students to develop their reading, writing, listening, and speaking
skills with an array of resources organized in content area topics across varying grade ranges.

Collection Includes:

Raz-Plus’ collection of leveled
books and resources helps you
personalize in-class and at-home
reading instruction.

The ELL Edition’s research-based
resources support English language
learners at every level.
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The ELL Collection
What Does the Collection Do?
By combining Raz-Plus with the ELL Edition, the ELL Collection offers a broad range of lessons and tools
for content- and thematic-based instruction designed for ELL students to achieve success with social and
academic English.
• Personalizes reading instruction for a range of students with leveled Raz-Plus books and
targeted ELL Edition resources.
• Provides reading, listening, speaking, and writing resources organized in content area
topics at varying grade ranges.
• Correlates to WIDA, TESOL, ELPA21, and Common Core standards, as well as to other
state English language proficiency standards and 21st century skills.
• Saves teachers time with ready-made resources accessible online 24/7.

Collection Features That Benefit ELLs

Raz-Plus Leveled Books

ELL Leveled Reader Packs

Raz-Plus eTools

3,000+ leveled books available
in printable, projectable, online, and
mobile formats

Materials that provide vocabulary,
grammar, speaking, and writing support
for Raz-Plus Leveled Books

Digital annotation and journaling tools
that support active reading and English
language development

ELL Content Picture Packs

ELL Assessments

Thematically-categorized visuals and
organizers that develop vocabulary, language,
and critical thinking skills

Resources to determine and monitor
students’ development in speaking,
writing, listening, and reading skills
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